Pulsar Trail Mower

Take Your Mower Anywhere
Tame your property using the MK Martin UTV mower. This rough cutting
mower is built for creating and maintaining trails, managing your open fields,
and for improving wildlife habitats before plowing and reseeding keeping
harmful chemicals out of the soil.

Specifications
Engine Brand
Engine HP
Starting system

UTV Mower
Briggs & Stratton
19
Key (electric)

The UTV mower is self powered with a 19 HP Briggs & Stratton engine and a
12V battery, giving you the power you need to run without needing a PTO or
hydraulic hookup.

Fuel Tank

3 Gal.

Battery

12 Volt

The mower is equipped with two 3-blade rotors, cutting through tall grass and
weeds without a problem. Flat free tires help maintain consistent travel height
and prevent downtime from blowouts when working in rough areas.

Deck Thickness

10 ga

Blade Assembly

2 Rotors with 3 Blades

Cut Width

44"

The tongue can be set in 3 different positions allowing you to tow the mower
either directly behind your UTV, or offset to the left or the right, giving you
more control in difficult to reach areas.

Cut Height

2" – 7"

Wheels

14 x 6

Weight

720 lbs

Deck

Rear Discharge

For more information on the UTV mower please contact MK Martin.

www.mkmartin.ca

1.855.664.2752

Pulsar Trail Mower

Features

Engine

12V Battery

Remote e-Stop

Control Panel

Features a 19HP
Professional Series Briggs
& Stratton Engine with
electric start.

The mower has an onboard 12
Volt system. With its own isolated
system it can be run on almost any
utility vehicle.

Cabled e-Stop can be placed on
tow vehicle for easy reach.

All the controls required to run
the mower are conviently on
the left of the cutter.

Blades

Cutting Height

Adjustable Towing

Wheels

The cutting platform
utilizes 2 rotors
consisting of 3 blades
each.

A ratchet style adjuster
provides easy adjustment of
the cutting height between
2”-7”.

The tow bar can be positioned for
left or right offset as well as straight
behind the tow vehicle.

The trail mower uses flat
free tires. The front two
wheels swivel for optimal
movement and the rear
two are fixed in position.
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Attaching the mower to your
drawbar with a clevis allows it to
better follow the terrain.

www.mkmartin.ca

1.855.664.2752

